
Pinnacle 581 

Chapter 581: The strongest on the surface 

 

Entering the field, there are a few motorcycle friends on the track. 

The smoothness and handsomeness of the corners on the ground are not inferior to the charm of 

supercars, which accelerates the secretion of hormones in the audience. 

The thrills when cornering is even more affecting everyone's hearts. 

Every time I give people a kind, the rider will fall to the ground and fly out in the next second, causing 

accidents and danger. 

The body exposed to the air, passing by the danger, danced on the tip of the knife of death. 

More intense than supercars... 

If something happens, people will leave very quickly! 

The arrival of the ghosts and the sixth element did not disturb the ongoing team exchange competition. 

But the audience's eyes were taken back from the track. 

Not voluntarily, the two cars seem to have some kind of magical power, pulling the heart of everyone 

who looks at it. 

"Qin Yu, aren't you going to go racing?" Fang Mei tightened her seat belt nervously when she saw the 

car parked at the entrance of the track. 

As if doing so, it would bring her safety. 

"Correct." 

Qin Yu saw her nervousness and comforted: "Don't worry, the old driver will take you off!" 

Although the track here is not as professional as the Hudu International Arena. 

But it also meets the standards of the international circuit and has undertaken several small and small 

events. 

Used to run laps, test the performance of two cars is still no problem. 

"Take off in place?" Fang Mei wanted to relax when he heard Qin Yu's joke, but she was still nervous. 

"Or, I'll wait for you below." She has always been courageous. 

This is just looking at the speeding motorcycle on the track, and the body is weakened and the palms are 

sweating. 

If you wait for the end in person, come with a speed and passion! 

Fang Mei is really not sure whether she will come back alive or not. 



"Don't you want to try it?" Qin Yu tilted his head to the left and smiled, "Jiahui can't wait!" 

Hearing what he said, Fang Mei turned her head to look. 

Sure enough, Jiang Jiahui, who was sitting in the sixth element next door, was chatting with Lu Qing 

enthusiastically. 

Just by looking at the smile on her face, you know how excited she is about what will happen next. 

After more than 20 minutes, the motorcycle decelerated and left the track. 

When they came out, they happened to have a face-to-face meeting with Qin Yu's two cars. 

"Brother, this car is so handsome!" The rider took off his helmet and turned out to be a woman. 

Take another look at the other's plain figure... 

"Yours is not bad either." Qin Yu responded with a smile. 

The opponent smiled blankly and tilted his head towards the track: "Do you want to come for a lap?" 

"Okay!" Qin Yu nodded in response. 

"Is your girlfriend over there, together?" The female rider looked at Lu Qing not far away. 

She would be looking towards this side, observing the female rider who came forward to strike up a 

conversation. 

Shabby short hair, cycling clothes, A and hot! 

Having a handsome and good boyfriend is really unstoppable. 

"Qingqing, the other party invites us to race, do you want to come?" Qin Yu shouted to her. 

Lu Qing thought for a while, and said something to Jiang Jiahui beside him, then nodded and said, 

"Okay!" 

Shh~ 

The female rider made a whistle in her mouth with her fingers, and the other riders gathered around. 

"Here is a big guy, let's go down the track and play two laps together." 

This race track is still theirs, and Qin Yu will have to wait for others' time to end. 

However, if someone invites it, nothing else. 

Everyone came to have fun, and it was even more lively together. 

"Sister Tangtang, is it too dangerous?" Someone looked at Qin Yu with a distrustful look, with a bit of 

hostility. 

Brother Yu is a little helpless, this is another innocent being hurt by a dog. 

Dude, if you like it, just chase it! 



That woman won't stand in place and wait for you. Why, no other men are allowed to appear next to 

them? 

"Everyone should pay attention. It's all about making friends. Friendship is first and competition is 

second, right!" Tangtang said to Qin Yu. 

"Just play?" Qin Yu responded with a smile, and looked down at her hip mount. 

Kawasaki horsepower/11,000 rpm, maximum torque 137 N. 

Supercharged inline four-cylinder with a top speed of about 300 kilometers per hour. 

Car length:. 

width:. 

high:. 

The power brought by the powerful supercharged engine is recognized as the boss of the Z series. 

Some players call it the strongest street car on the surface... 

Just listen to it. After all, everyone has an eternal ‘God’ in their heart. ’ 

Related data flashed in front of him, and Qin Yu looked up and said: "Your furniture is not a casual style 

of play!" 

Don't care about the style, let's talk about it first. 

Qin Yu and Lu Qing talked about this. 

"Then be careful, don't do anything." Lu Qing always felt that motorcycles were dangerous. 

She doesn't worry about herself, even on the track, she will try to control the speed of the car. 

Just drive for two laps and enjoy it. 

For fear that Qin Yu's desire to win or lose will be stimulated, there will be another surprise. 

"Let you see my car skills, hehe..." Qin Yu's smile gradually became evil. 

"Bah, it's out of shape!" Lu Qing teased and scolded. 

Before the exchange game started, there was a little episode in the middle. 

The kid who said ‘unsafe’ earlier ran over and took off his helmet, revealing an immature face. 

"Friend, do you want to put up a bet?" The flamboyant expression between the opponent's eyebrows is 

clearly the second year of'My fate is up to me.' 

For children of this age, God comes first, and I am second. 

There is no fear in his heart, weighing these words. 

"What's more?" Qin Yu looked back at his car. 



Z650, little brother, your furniture is not good! 

"Who is faster." The opponent pointed to the track ahead: "Three laps, if I lose, I will give you the car, if 

you lose." 

"100,000, yours." Qin Yu leaned back and said a little boringly. 

"Hey, why are you still not well?" Tang Xin shouted in front. 

"Okay, okay..." The young man hurriedly ran back to his position with a fawning expression, put on his 

helmet and was ready to set off. 

The flinching performance made Qin Yu dumbfounded. 

What's wrong at a young age? 

I have to lick the dog! 

"Everyone, get ready." The staff raised the starting gun nearby. 

The restless sound waves one after another. Seeing the heat waves from the front exhaust pipe, Qin Yu 

joked, "No, no fire." 

Sitting in the co-pilot, Fang Mei, who was forcibly doing business, tightened her seat belt and said 

nervously, "Qin Yu, concentrate on it." 

"Don't worry... let's go." The starting gun sounded, and the car rushed forward instantly. 

The expression on Fang Mei's face was also pale in vain. 

So heavy~ 

Breathing became difficult, Fang Mei closed her eyes nervously. 

But she was unwilling to open a gap, she has been a good girl since she was young. 

Regarding everything, always focus on ‘safety’. 

When you go out to play, you will not touch any exciting items. 

This is the first time I feel the excitement... 

My heart swayed from the edge of fear, as if it was about to fall at any time. 

But the fresh stimulus that followed made her adrenal glands accelerate secretion, and her brain scalp 

numb. 

Unconsciously opened his mouth: "Ah~" 

Buzzing~ 

The track ahead was blocked by two motorcycles. Qin Yu looked for a breakthrough while observing the 

situation behind him. 

Can't overtake because of being held down by speed. 



A few more motorcycles rushed up and quickly became parallel with him. 

One of them turned his head and glanced at him, like some kind of proud announcement. 

Qin Yu pursed his mouth funny, his right foot slightly increased his strength, and the speed of the car 

increased again. 

At this time, Lu Qing was not far behind Qin Yu. 

Seeing him being "surrounded by motorcycles," I was a little worried and said, "Nothing will happen, 

right?" 

Jiang Jiahui also said worriedly: "Or let them run first, and then they'll be over. Anyway, they're just here 

for fun." 

Lu Qing didn't say a word, but thought in his heart: This situation is not just for fun. 

At this moment, the ghost in front suddenly slowed down and instantly escaped from the motorcycle. 

Then, a terrible roar sounded, and the front of the car was shifted 45 degrees to the left and galloped 

out. 

In Fang Mei’s sight, UU reads www. The right door of uukanshu.com passed by the back of the 

motorcycle in front of it. 

This made her scream again, but with a distorted smile on her face. 

The ghosts clinging to the sideline swept forward at an uncontrollable speed. 

The motorcycle on the left in front wanted to repeat the same trick, shifting to the left to block the way. 

Then he saw an unbelievable scene, the body of the ghost seemed to be out of a perfect Z. 

He turned while turning, passing through the gap made in the middle. 

Buzzing~ 

The engine roared, and the ghost had ran to the first row, keeping pace with Tang Xin. 

Chapter 582: Diligence and talent are indispensable 

 

 

Tang Xin nodded to Qin Yu at this time, as if expressing apologies to him. 

Everyone said it was for fun, but someone deliberately got stuck on the track. 

This is a bit unnatural... 

However, she can't say anything to her own person. 

Besides, this game is still going on... 



The speed of the ghost is getting higher and higher, without the suppression of obstacles, the little 

brothers behind are not opponents at all. 

Only Tang Xin's ZH2 can barely support it. 

When the curve came, Qin Yu rushed forward without any reduction in speed. 

Seeing him behaving like this, Tang Xin gritted his teeth and turned the accelerator without admitting 

defeat. 

Qin Yu saw this scene in the rearview mirror, and said, "Is she crazy?" 

The front of the car rushed into the corner, and Qin Yu used both hands and feet to control this 

mechanical monster of the last century with the extension of his senses, and drove into the track 

smoothly and gracefully. 

And beside him, Tang Xin's Kawasaki ZH2 also tilted to the level of the ground. 

The friction between the knee and the ground, and the sparks that burst out, made people fearful. 

Tang Xin controlled the mount under his crotch, and with the help of superb driving skills, he slid into 

the curve almost at the same time, and had a faintly surpassing posture. 

"It's too close." The rider who followed him, his heart was already in his throat. 

The two cars are posted too close, and once one person loses control, it is a tragedy! 

"Tang Tang." The little licking dog turned the accelerator abruptly, and followed with anxious 

expression. 

But he obviously overestimated his skill level... 

As soon as he entered the corner, the body of the car lost control and threw him out. 

Clang! 

The sound of the collision sounded far into Tang Xin's ears. 

Concerned, she instinctively looked in the rearview mirror, but forgot that she was entering a hairpin 

bend. 

Tang Xin is distracted. 

But she was adjusting her center of gravity to bend and accelerate, and forgot to release her right hand 

holding the throttle. 

Hum~ 

Before he could see what was going on behind him, Tang Xin noticed that the mount under his crotch 

was trembling, "It's awful." 

The body shook suddenly, trying to slow down and control the locomotive again. 



Tang Xin's experience should not be unsophisticated. If it is accelerating in a straight line at this time, 

maybe she can readjust. 

But the key is that there is already a curve ahead. 

The front wheel of the locomotive was already on the sideline, and she rushed out of the track. 

That's it! 

The locomotive swings more widely, and Tang Xin has already been unable to control the car body. 

But she was reluctant to let go, this is her favorite locomotive. 

Putting a lot of effort and time on it, it accompanies Tang Xin through every lonely moment. 

Let her free herself, enjoy happiness and freedom! 

The inner hesitation did not make the locomotive slow down obediently, and the head of the locomotive 

swaying from side to side rushed forward. 

There is a fence, with bumpers piled up with tires on both sides. 

If the front of the car can be aimed at the anti-collision platform, the situation may not be too serious. 

But Tang Xin has lost control of the locomotive... 

Now, even if she wanted to abandon the car, it was too late. 

At the moment of the moment, there was a harsh brake and transmission sound beside him. 

I saw the protruding ghosts drawing violent circles on the spot, and then the rear of the car used precise 

strength and angle. 

The sticker touched Kawasaki's flanks, and then, under Tang Xin's surprised eyes, the tremor of the car 

body disappeared. 

Supporting the ground on one leg, the tires made a beautiful half arc on the ground and returned to the 

track again. 

Time went back 2 minutes ago, and when he passed Tang Xin, Qin Yu saw the slight tremor of the 

locomotive. 

At that time he knew that Tang Xin couldn't control the locomotive, and could fall to the ground at any 

time. 

In fact, if Tang Xin slipped to the ground at that time. 

Although the body of the car will be injured, she is protected by a cycling jersey, who is almost on the 

ground, and there will be no major problems! 

But I didn't expect the other party to be reluctant to let go, which is outrageous. 

The front of the car started to swing and the body lost control. 

Tang Xin tried his best to stop it, but couldn't slow it down. 



Immediately, Qin Yu stepped on the brakes and slammed the direction at the same time. 

Accompanied by Fang Mei's long scream: "Ahhhhh..." 

The body drew a circle on the spot and rushed out of the track suddenly, at the moment of getting close 

to Kawasaki. 

Slow down, speed up, spin! 

"Fuck!" All the Mo friends behind stopped, skeptical glances from under the helmet that they took off. 

What do they see? ? 

Brother, are you playing acrobatics here? 

Dropping the helmet, the little milk dog rushed to Tang Xin for the first time: "Tangtang, are you okay?" 

Tang Xin took off his helmet and shook his head in fear: "Don't tangle, tangle screaming, call sister!" 

After speaking, he ignored the little milk dog's concerned look, stepped off the motorcycle, flicked his 

hair, and walked towards the ghost. 

On the ghost, Qin Yu was comforting Fang Mei dumbfounded. 

Two consecutive 360-degree rotations scared the girl to tears. 

"Don't cry, I'll be slow next time?" Qin Yu handed over the tissue. 

Angrily and frightened, Fang Mei snatched the tissue, sobbing, "I will never ride in your car again in this 

life." 

Just now, she seemed to have lost all control of her body, allowing her inertia to swing around with her. 

Like a tumbler doll with a lead core, helpless, weak, and pitiful! 

For a moment, Fang Mei even thought that she was about to leave this world, which was terrible. 

Keng Keng~ 

The windows on both sides were knocked at the same time, Qin Yu looked sideways, Lu Qing was 

standing on the left, and Tang Xin smiling on the right. 

With a casual spin, Qin Yu had to admire, gravity is so friendly. 

Lu Qing could not wait, opened the door and quickly touched him: "Are you okay? Xiaomei, is there 

anything wrong?" 

"It's okay, do you look like something is going on?" Qin Yu smiled calmly. 

"I'm afraid of something!" Fang Mei said with tears in her tears. 

Seeing her pitiful and petite look, Lu Qing was worried again and wanted to laugh a little. 

In the end, he didn't shut it up, and he laughed out loud. 



"Okay, okay, I was wrong, I shouldn't laugh, ha, ha..." Lu Qing comforted Fang Mei who got out of the 

car with his arms around. 

"Laughing, you laugh!" Fang Mei calmed down. 

Thinking of his previous performance, his cheeks couldn't help but flushed slightly. 

Lowering her head, the snapped buttons on her chest made her grasp the neckline again: "It's too 

shameful." 

Not far away, Qin Yuzheng and Tang Xin were talking in front of the car. 

"Thank you, if it weren't for you, I must have been hurt a lot today." Tang Xin expressed his heartfelt 

thanks to Qin Yu. 

"Whoever sees such an accident will not stand by!" Qin Yu smiled. 

"But not everyone has the ability to be like you..." Tang Xin looked playfully and curiously said: "May I 

ask, how did you do it?" 

If ordinary people do that to him, the result will only be to fly Kawasaki out. 

Tang Xin can only be injured, and the consequences may even be more serious. 

Without enough courage, absolute self-confidence and superb car skills, absolutely dare not be as 

reckless as him. 

Up to now, Tang Xin couldn't believe what happened before. 

Even if she is the protagonist of the incident, she is still full of absurd doubts and shocks. 

too exaggerated! 

No one in the game dared to play this way, but it happened in reality. 

Moreover, I am standing here right now. 

Looking at Qin Yu again, Tang Xin's eyes flickered with an inexplicable luster. 

I'm interested in this big boy, sister! 

"Hobbies and talents are indispensable!" Qin Yu said. 

Tang Xin nodded in agreement, "Do you want to participate in professional competitions in the past?" 

She agrees with what Qin Yu said, if she doesn't have any talent, she's working hard, it's impossible to 

perform to him just now. 

That is an absolute grasp of the timing, one second faster or one second slower, the angle and speed, 

and the contact point of the collision, must be perfect. 

Miracle, apart from these two words, Tang Xin didn't know what else could describe. 

Tang Xin is not the first person to ask this, Qin Yu's answer is still the same: "It's better to treat it as a 

hobby." 



Brother Yu's time is getting less and less, and it's been a long time since I went to see Lazy Cat. 

Is it important to accompany one's lazy cat in a race? 

What are you thinking about! 

At that time, Qin Yu was willing to accompany her women more. 

A woman is water, and she needs to water it frequently and take care of her to use up her beauty and 

dazzling temperament. 

Is it right? Just look at Lu Qing. 

Tang Xin shook his head regretfully. It was a shame that he could not see a master like him appearing on 

the court. 

"If you're not busy, I would invite you to dinner?" Tang Xin wanted to invite him to dinner as a thank 

you, and at the same time wanted to make friends with him. 

Qin Yu conquered her with her car skills, and Tang Xin suddenly became interested in the supercar she 

hated! 

"No, I have to accompany my girlfriend." Qin Yu shook his head and declined. 

"That's all right, next time." Tang Xin took out his mobile phone: "It's always okay to exchange contact 

information?" 

"Of course." Qin Yu took out his mobile phone and lit the screen. 

"Hey, your interface is pretty, where did you make it?" Tang Xin asked curiously when he saw his mobile 

phone interface. 

"Customized, I have an internet company myself." Qin Yu casually threw the pot to the unestablished 

internet company. 

Otherwise, how does he explain? 

I can’t let Nanoworms out and tell her that my mobile phone was ‘eaten’ by Nanoworms. 

The internal operating system has been handed over to the control of ‘Kylin’. 

Simply put, except for the case, his phone is no longer the original Aixia. 

It's just that no one can find this out! 

Without Qin Yu's instructions, even if the phone was completely disassembled, there would be no 

problem. 

"I still have to thank you. When you are finished, we will contact you and fix the car for you!" Tang Xin 

shook her phone, glanced a short distance away, and left. 

As if perceiving the other person's gaze before leaving, Lu Qing raised his head and looked in the 

direction where she left. 



Just to see Tang Xin's smile when she turned around, and the phone shaking in her hand. 

As if demonstrating to her, full of pride! 

"Everyone is gone Still look at it?" Lu Qing muttered a little emotionally when he came to Qin Yu's side. 

"I'm thinking about something else, this isn't it, it's coming." Qin Yu lifted his chin forward and pointed 

to the little milk dog that came by. 

"The car is yours." The little milk dog handed him the key to the motorcycle, his expression full of 

unwillingness. 

Although not reconciled, but he will not shame. 

Besides, he also saved Tang Xin's life: "Here you are, let's clean up." 

Holding his hand and placing the key in his palm, the little milk dog ran forward quickly: "Tang Tang, wait 

for me, give me a pass." 

Buzzing~ 

The answer to him was the sound waves of the engine turning, Tang Xin waved his hand without looking 

back, and galloped away from the track. 

Chapter 583: Don't pretend, it's a showdown 

 

 

Recently, there are a lot of people who want to invite Brother Yu to dinner. 

Mayor Li Yuan, light-skilled flight attendant, and his own aunt, C&D also sent two golden flowers to 

deepen exchanges. 

Tang Xin was the first one to get what she wanted. Who made her keep Qin Yu speechless with three 

phone calls a day. 

At a Chinese restaurant, Tang Xin ordered a table of dishes. 

"If you don't come, how can I fix your car?" Tang Xin's answer was justified. 

If you break something, you will be responsible to the end. 

Others say that if you don't need it, you don't need it. How can it work? 

"Then let's hurry up and finish eating and fix the car!" Qin Yu said, picking up his chopsticks, looking very 

anxious. 

"In such a hurry, in a hurry to date a girlfriend?" Tang Xin smiled curiously. 

"No, she had activities in school these past two days and went out." Qin Yu said. 

Lu Qing is a man in the school, unlike Brother Yu, who fished for three days and dried the net for two 

days. 



Every time there is any activity, she is indispensable as the organizer of the activity and the top student 

who is highly valued by the teacher. 

"Then it's okay, let's eat slowly and drink two glasses?" Tang Xin took out a bottle of Moutai from under 

the table as he spoke. 

Good guy, is this a conspiracy? 

Qin Yu waved his hand and said, "I don't want to drink at noon, there is still something to be busy in the 

afternoon." 

"Official business? So busy?" Tang Xin twisted the bottle cap and poured himself a glass. 

She has two hobbies, one locomotive and one drinking. 

Rush the wildest car, drink the strongest wine, have fun! 

Although his father often scolded wild girls and tomboys, Tang Xin still failed to get rid of these two 

hobbies. 

"Yes, very busy!" Qin Yu responded. 

"You are a network. By coincidence, our family is also a network. Maybe there is still a chance to 

cooperate!" 

"Oh?" Qin Yu said with interest: "What are you talking about?" 

"Tang Dynasty, have you ever heard of it?" Tang Xin said. 

"Tang Dynasty Internet?" Qin Yu was happy when she saw her nodding. 

Does this count as drowsiness, with pillows? 

The structure of Miracle Networks has not been set up yet, mainly because there are too few local 

talents in this area. 

It is not impossible to introduce talents from other places, but it takes time and difficulty. 

What Qin Yu needs most now is a Changshu team with sufficient experience, based on this requirement. 

The plan given by the management team is: acquisition. 

Several acquisition plans and target selections are now stored in Qin Yu's mobile phone. 

Among them is the name of Tang Dynasty Internet. 

Mainly do software and information technology services, network information technology development 

and after-sales service, etc. 

He has a small reputation in the IT industry in the abandoned city and belongs to one of the well-

developed Internet companies. 

"Isn't your company talking about acquisitions recently?" Qin Yu said with a chopsticks dish, chewing 

slowly. 



"???" 

Tang Xin's expression was startled, she took her cup and drank it before asking, "How did you know?" 

Tang Xin also accidentally heard her dad mention this incident, but she just started contacting her and 

didn't make a single stroke of her character. 

The only people in the company who knew the news were his father and a few people in charge. 

How did he know? 

"I'm from Miracle Network, didn't I say?" Qin Yu raised an eyebrow and chuckled. 

"Did you say it?" Tang Xin gave him a white look, short hair and british eyebrows, which had no charm. 

Seeing him not answering, Tang Xin went on to say: "You can also meet this way, you didn't mean it, did 

you?" 

Qin Yu smiled and pointed to the wine glass in her hand: "If it is true, it must be for you. I can refuse 

such a good opportunity!" 

Tang Xin retorted: "You're not an honest person... who knows if it's a trick to catch and play!" 

Honest man? 

Hey, why are you scolding? 

Opening the buckled wine glass, Qin Yu poured it directly on himself: "It's a showdown, the scumbag, 

the scumbag, come on!" 

"Don't pretend?" Tang Xin held up the wine glass without showing any weakness. 

"Don't pretend, I'll lie here for you today." Qin Yu raised his head and did it directly. 

Tang Xin's cheeks blushed slightly, and he whispered, "What kind of tiger-wolf words." 

Not to be outdone, raised his hand, there is not a drop of wine left! 

Putting down the cups, the two looked at each other and smiled, instead of pouring the wine in a hurry, 

they chatted and sandwiched vegetables like old friends. 

After a while, the two fell back again, clinking their glasses and drinking. 

"By the way, do you know how to ride a motorcycle?" Tang Xin said nothing from her hobby. 

She admired Qin Yu's riding skills. She wondered if his riding skills are so good, would he have good 

riding skills? 

"Yes, does eDonkey count?" Qin Yu smiled. 

"...Really not?" Tang Xin's eyes lit up, and then he said: "Then I teach you how to ride a bike, how about 

you teach me how to drive?" 

Brother Yu looked at her serious expression and said in his heart, ‘So I’m waiting here! ’ 



"I don't play locomotives much," Qin Yu said. 

"It's okay, I will teach you, and there are ready-made motorcycle clubs. When you have time, everyone 

will come out and gather, run the track and short distances. It is very interesting." 

Seeing that he wasn't tempted yet, Tang Xin's eyes rolled, faintly smiling, and said: "In our Che Youhui, 

there are a lot of little sisters." 

"Ah, it sounds like it's quite interesting." Qin Yu took a mouthful of food with a calm expression, picked 

up the cup and drank himself. 

"It really is a scumbag," Tang Xin said. 

Staring at him funny with an expression of ‘I see you through’. 

Who knows, Qin Yu is like a okay person, just drinking and eating, leaving her alone to perform. 

"We have an event tomorrow, are you coming?" Tang Xin found out his routine and added: "Most of 

them are girls." 

"I should be free, don't mind if I bring a few friends." Qin Yu asked. 

When Li Xiao and Yang Chengjun's plane arrived in the abandoned city tonight, Xu Hao has arranged for 

the driver to pick it up. 

"As long as it's a car rider, it's okay!" Tang Xin responded. 

Eating vegetables and talking with each other, and in a short while, I finished a bottle of wine. 

Looking at the two people at the table, they are all just like the okay person. 

"Quite drinkable?" Qin Yu frowned provocatively. 

Tang Xin straightened her chest proudly, "You can drink it when you are young, and have another 

bottle!" 

Qin Yu didn't speak, but put on an attitude of'not rejecting those who come.' 

Brother Yu hasn't been afraid of drinking. 

Today I said that I want to drink Xiao Niangpi, so I have to drink it for her! 

The second bottle will be resolved in less than half an hour. 

There are still more than half of the dishes on the table, but the peanuts are on two plates, and the 

second plate is almost finished. 

"One more bottle, and peanuts." Tang Xin raised his hand and said to the waiter. 

At this moment, she has lost her previous calmness. 

The eyes, nose, and cheeks were all flushed, and even the earlobes were red. 

The look in his eyes was a little dazed, and his words were quite organized, "Don't think I will believe you 

if you pretend to be okay, and come again." 



Tang Xin stared at Qin Yu unconvincedly, and the hand holding the wine bottle swayed back and forth 

with the wheat stalks being blown by the wind. 

"Full." Qin Yu pointed to her cup and smiled. 

"Full, full." Tang Xin picked up the wine bottle and clicked, twice, and three times. 

inverted…… 

With a patter, the wine column was accurately pressed against the edge of the cup and flowed across 

the table. 

Klang, put down the wine bottle. 

Tang Xin picked up an empty cup and brought it to her lips, "Tsk~ah~" 

Watching her one-man show, Brother Yu almost laughed. 

The waiter standing at the door couldn't hold back, turned to face the wall, shaking his shoulders up and 

down, ‘so cute. ’ 

Tang Xin was drunk like an innocent child, humming his favorite tune, turning around between his 

fingers while holding the cup, as if reminiscing about something. 

Qin Yu put the empty wine bottle in front of her and asked jokingly, "Are you still drinking?" 

"Drink, drink... Stop moving." Although his body was out of control, Tang Xin's brain remained as clear as 

it should be. 

A girl who loves to drink, if she doesn't even have this self-control. 

Isn't it going to be broken by playing? ? ? 

She likes to drink and play cars, but she is not being played by herself. 

"Let's go, I'll take you back." Qin Yu asked the waiter to pay the bill, and by the way, gave him a driver. 

Three bottles of Maotai, one table of dishes, cost 10,000 yuan. 

Brother Yu paid the bill quickly, and Tang Xin was still struggling next to him and shouted: "I, I'm here, 

where is my phone?" 

Putting the phone next to her finger into her pocket, Qin Yu helped her onto Palamela. 

You can take another look at ZH2 where Tang Xin stopped at the door and return to the store again. 

When I came back and got in the car, Qin Yu said to the driver, "Master, I called a master to ride the 

bike. Let's wait a while, and we will make you 100 when we are done." 

There are 100 yuan to take  If there are no extra words for the driver, please agree. 

When another driver came and asked Qin Yu for the key, he reacted. 

"Where did you put the key?" Qin Yu asked Tang Xin, who was leaning on him. 



Reached out and pointed to the trouser pocket, "This...it's not right," the fingers turned back in a 

semicircle, "this is it." 

"Give it to me, the master is waiting!" Qin Yu stretched out his hand. 

Tang Xin grabbed his hand and stuffed it behind him, grinning silly, "Come and get it yourself!" 

"..." Seeing the envious eyes of the two drivers, Brother Yu was also drunk. 

Chapter 584: Just, quite suddenly 

 

 

Without letting the two masters wait for a long time, Qin Yu reached out and took out the key from his 

pocket. 

"Okay." Qin Yu handed the key to the master and asked him to follow his car. 

According to Tang Xin's address, Palamela stopped in front of a high-end apartment in Gaoxin. 

Asking the master to drive the car directly into the basement, Qin Yu took the key and gave him 100 

yuan alone, before the other party left on the pedal. 

The driver behind also parked the motorcycle, "This car is really exciting." 

"It's very exciting." Looking at Tang Xin who was crooked on his body, Qin Yu helped her walk to the 

elevator. 

The driver behind looked at the back of the two of them, and shook his head enviously: "It's nice to have 

money." 

One drives the Porsche and the other drives Kawasaki. 

Both of these are not cheap, where ordinary people can buy them. 

In particular, the motorcycles are toys for the wealthy, so few ordinary families can afford it. 

With that money, why not buy something? 

Is it not fragrant to invest in buying a house? 

Seeing the two people walking away, the driver turned around and left, but the four characters "Lang 

Cai Nv Appearance" echoed in his mind. 

... 

... 

As the elevator went up, Qin Yu asked her where the key was. 

Tang Xin tilted her head and squinted for a moment, then felt around her body to find. 



When the elevator door opened, the two stood at the door. She didn't find where the key was, and her 

mouth was flat: "I lost the key." 

Seeing her confused look, Brother Yu sighed, "I'll do it myself." 

Reaching out and digging in his pocket, Qin Yu smoothly found a separate room key in the pocket of his 

jacket. 

"Eh~ Qin Yu, did you find the key for me?" Tang Xin stared at the key, and said with a surprised 

expression: "You are too good." 

"..." Opening the door and helping Tang Xin enter the door, Qin Yu was about to say something. 

On the face, I saw a mighty middle-aged man standing in the living room with a dark face and a weird 

expression. 

A pair of eyes stared at Qin Yu... 

The hand on Tang Xin's waist was clearly saying, "Boy, don't you let go?" ’ 

"Are you?" Qin Yu asked curiously. 

"I'm her dad." Tang Guo stepped forward and took Tang Xin, his face finally looked better. 

Looking at Qin Yu carefully, "Are you Tangtang's friend?" 

"Forget it!" Qin Yu was also a bit confused about the relationship between the two. Didn't she say that 

she would treat her to dinner and fix her car by the way? 

In the end, I paid for the meals myself, and the car was not repaired. 

Sugar candy? 

I think you are poisonous! 

Come, wake up, let's settle the meal first. 

At this time, Tang Xin saw his old man's appearance clearly, smiled in vain, stretched out his hand to 

pinch his father's face, and said with a smile: "Hey, dad, why are you here?" 

"Your face is very funny, why didn't you let me play more times when I was a kid?" Tang Xin said, leaning 

on him, whispering ‘my mother...’ 

Tang Guo's expression changed, as if thinking of something bad in the past, "Thank you for sending 

Tangtang back. I won't keep you anymore. Go slowly." 

"Good, uncle goodbye, here are the key and her mobile phone." Putting the key and mobile phone on 

the shoe cabinet, Qin Yu turned and went out. 

By the way, closing the door, Qin Yu standing at the door let out a sigh of relief. 

This scene came a bit suddenly! 



Thinking about Tang Xin who was drunk again, Qin Yu smiled bitterly and shook his head: "What kind of 

thing is this today?" 

... 

... 

Miracle Headquarters, 119th floor chairman's office 

Qin Yu was standing in front of the floor-to-ceiling bay window and looking into the distance, his 

thoughts drifting away from a long time ago. 

A few minutes later, a crisp footstep came from behind: "Dong Qin, the information you want has 

arrived." 

A light gray professional skirt, legs wrapped in transparent silk stockings. 

The hair is neither long nor short, and the straight and solemn face gives people a trustworthy sense of 

sight. 

The figure is plump and plump, just the age when the charm still exists. 

"Well, let it go!" Qin Yu turned around and sat on the chair, flipping through the information about the 

Tang Dynasty network in his hand. 

"Boss, it's okay, I'm going to work now." Xu Meixin asked. 

"Wait." Qin Yu asked while looking at the information: "Looking at the information, you used to work as 

a secretary in Yamen for 15 years." 

Xu Meixin nodded with a complicated expression: "Yes." 

"Why are you suddenly resigning?" Qin Yu said. 

Xu Meixin bit her lower lip lightly and hesitated: "Can I not say it?" 

She didn't want to mention those past events, and at the same time, she didn't want to let Qin Yu know 

about her weaknesses and weaknesses. 

Because she has no retreat, leaving the iron rice bowl that outsiders seem to be stable at this age, there 

are naturally a lot of rumors outside. 

But Xu Meixin didn't care at all, as long as she knew it and trusted her family, it was enough. 

But if Qin Yu knew the reason for her resignation, would she see through her disguise and want to make 

a plot like other men? 

There are many rumors inside and outside the company about the love affairs of the chairman. 

Xu Meixin only wants to work steadily, and she doesn't want to provoke others! 

"Huh?" Qin Yu raised her head, seeing her tangled and complicated expression, as if she knew 

something, nodded and said: "Of course, this is your freedom!" 



After watching him continue to look down at the information after he finished speaking, Xu Meixin 

waited for a while before tentatively asking: "Qin Dong, then I will go down." 

"Well, go!" Qin Yu said indifferently. 

Click, click~ 

Walking out of the office, closing the heavy soundproof door, Xu Meixin leaned against the door and 

took a deep breath, completely releasing the tension and worry. 

"Sister Xu, are you okay?" Sun Yuan, who was giving the report, asked curiously: "Trained by the boss?" 

Looking at Sun Yuan's young face, Xu Meixin smiled: "It's okay, it's because I haven't worked for too long 

and I'm too nervous." 

"Sister Xu." 

Sun Yuan came forward funny and took her arm, and said like a child: "If you are nervous, it should be 

me. I don't know anything!" 

"You are still young and so smart. It must be no problem." Xu Meixin responded. 

After she was seated again, Sun Yuan pestered her and said, "It depends on what the boss means. We 

have been here for more than a week, but I just said a few words to the boss." 

"Boss, hello, this is Sun Yuan." 

"Well, work hard." 

"Boss, this is the report you want." 

"Thank you, get out!" 

Sun Yuan plays two roles by himself, which is quite vivid. 

But as soon as the performance was over, her expression collapsed, "I say hello to him every morning, 

and I never get back to me. 

Do you think the boss doesn't like me, think I am too inexperienced? " 

It should have been a joy to join such a big company as soon as I graduated. 

But Sun Yuan also has his own pride, how to say he is also a highly knowledgeable talent of 985211. 

How to get to the company is like a transparent person. 

The boss hasn't looked at himself straight all day, why, I'm not worthy? 

"What do you want?" 

Xu Meixin held her hands and said seriously: "Do you want the boss to greet you with a smile every day, 

or give you a little red flower?" 

"I didn't mean that." Sun Yuan wanted to explain. 



But Xu Meixin has already said first: "You are just doing your own job. It is your duty to do it well. 

The boss does not need to praise you, nor does it need to cater to your mood. Instead, you need to 

carefully speculate and cater to him. 

Because your job is from her, the money can provide you with food, clothing, shelter, food, clothing, and 

warmth, and let you..." 

Xu Meixin pointed at her from top to bottom: "Being like this." 

"So, don't think about those who have it. Doing your job well is the greatest dedication to yourself, to 

your boss, and to the company, and you will also reap the rewards." 

This is Xu Meixin’s empirical talk, it’s better to say... 

However, what she didn't tell Sun Yuan was that no matter how much she did, it wouldn't matter as 

much. Didn't she come to the miracle like this? 

If it hadn't been for someone to rob her of her own promotion opportunity, and the other party was a 

SP, how could she choose to resign. 

However, these things are all in the past, and she does not want to think about it carefully. 

She is very satisfied with the current working environment and treatment. 

I just hope that I won’t encounter workplace harassment again to be able to work here steadily. 

After more than ten years of work and forced resignation, Xu Meixin couldn't bear it again. 

Just this time, it's already the limit! 

After all, I also want to live... 

"Sister Xu, but I feel that the boss's attitude towards you and me is really different." Sun Yuan looked at 

her grievously. 

With Sun Yuan's point, Xu Mei recalled the look Qin Yu looked at her in her mind, as if there was 

something hidden. 

Humph! 

Her heart trembled suddenly, Xu Meixin lowered her head bitterly, and said to her heart, "Everyone says 

that the beauty of beauty is a disaster, but the looks are given by parents. What's wrong?" 

Chapter 585: First scene 

 

 

The initial quotation of the Tang Dynasty company is 80 million, and the valuation is 160 million, which is 

equivalent to a discount. 

But at this price, Watson still felt that it was high. 



In her report, the Tang Dynasty was only worth 50 million at most. 

The network is not productive, and the company address in the Tang Dynasty is rented and there is no 

real estate. 

The fixed assets are only two business commuter MPVs and some electronic equipment. The most 

expensive is the server in the company. 

The total assets can only be converted to 16 million, the business potential and the current business 

contracts held. 

The value that can be created every year is only more than 5 million, and the net profit will be around 3 

million after the miscellaneous is eliminated. 

What is the asking price of 80 million? ? ? 

As for the 160 million valuation, Watson declined to comment. 

The valuation of Internet companies, you know... 

Putting down the information in his hand, Qin Yu dialed the inside line: "Notify the executives who are in 

Hua Zonghe to come here!" 

15 minutes later, a few more figures appeared in Qin Yu's office. 

Xu Hao, Hua Sen, Wang Zhe, Su Shu, Chu Ge, these principals are all present. 

Among them, Wang Zhe came later, mainly responsible for sales and publicity. 

He is very handsome, with a height of 183cm, a sturdy figure and not bloated, with these eyes. 

Gentle and gentle, it looks particularly comfortable, and it just happens to be able to act as a facade. 

The marketing manager did not choose. It seems that several targets are being evaluated and have not 

yet been selected. 

Currently, the marketing department is supervised by Watson. 

Doesn't she, the vice president, want to exercise more? 

Give her a chance and those who can work harder, but just work harder. 

"I'm here to talk about the Internet company. In two weeks, everything must be settled. I want to 

officially open." 

After Qin Yu finished speaking straightforwardly, he turned his attention to Watson: "The Tang Dynasty 

is good, and the price will be put aside, 60 million is acceptable." 

"Boss, I think wait..." Watson was interrupted by Qin Yu as soon as he spoke. 

"Can't wait, all preparations must be done in two weeks." Qin Yu said firmly. 

He did this not because he knew Tang Xin, but because he received news from the Kuafu Research 

Institute. 



The research and development of VR glasses has reached the standard and will be officially put into 

production. 

At this time, the network company has not yet been established, let alone the promotion and team. 

If this delay continues, when will "The Scary Demon" be available online? 

If the Tang Dynasty is qualified, it can take over and prop up the company's stall. 

Ten million more, less than ten million, that's not bad for Qin Yu. 

Of course, Watson’s starting point is good. 

The management should have such an ideological awareness to increase revenue and reduce 

expenditure for the company. 

Therefore, he gave a clear time limit. 

There is nothing wrong with making time an important factor in price increases. The value of time far 

exceeds money. 

"There's one more thing." Qin Yu stretched out his hand back, and Xu Meixin, who was in charge of 

recording, handed him the file. 

"The company wants to open four new production lines, which are requirements and standards." 

Putting the new production line plan in front of them, Qin Yu looked at Xu Meixin behind him and said: 

"The plan is made by Secretary Xu. Please communicate." 

Hua Sen and others looked at Xu Meixin unexpectedly, and they could be entrusted with important tasks 

by the boss when they first arrived. It's not easy! 

Xu Hao has already picked up the plan and looked through it. He is quite interesting when he is working. 

If Xia Ke could see him now, she would be very happy. 

just… 

I don't know if his terrible relationship problem has been resolved, and I haven't heard him take the 

initiative to bring it up during this period of time. 

When we meet with Li Xiao and the others tonight, Brother Yu is going to ask. 

"Secretary Xu, is this production line prepared for a network company?" Xu Hao closed the plan after 

reading it, and looked up at Xu Meixin. 

"Yes, a customized production line according to the boss's request." Xu Meixin nodded. 

"Who talked about the price?" Xu Hao asked. 

"It's me." Xu Meixin said. 

"Awesome!" Without the imaginary accusation, Xu Hao smiled and gave a thumbs up. The price was 

similar to that of him. 



Xu Hao felt a little bit emotional: As expected of Brother Yu's secretary! 

It's not that he wants to flatter, it's really touching. 

The last Watson, now the first vice president under his hand, has everything she handles, but which one 

is not handled in an orderly manner. 

Looking at Xu Meixin now, the boss can give her all this kind of business purchases. One can imagine 

how respectful and trusting she is. 

And she didn't live up to this trust, and Xu Hao must be satisfied with the price she got. 

"Why, is this price very low?" Watson next to him asked. 

Wang Zhe smiled and said, "Mr. Hua, with such a production line, Secretary Xu can get the boss to shout 

the cost price." 

"So..." Watson nodded thoughtfully, suddenly feeling a little uncomfortable. 

She recommends them to Qin Yu, and she always hopes that they will do well and be appreciated and 

recognized by the boss. 

But seeing Xu Meixin being so trusted by Qin Yu and doing such a beautiful thing again, I feel a little 

uncomfortable in my heart! 

"The production line will arrive tomorrow. Look at the arrangement. Clean the reserved vacant factory 

area first. Don't waste time!" 

"After the commissioning is finished tomorrow, work will start immediately, and the technicians over 

there will stay for a week, so if you have any questions, you will promptly ask. 

In addition, you take this back and have a look. Let's have a meeting next week. " 

The second document Qin Yu gave is the market promotion plan and VR pricing, as well as the specific 

business of the network company. 

So far, the existence of "Ghost" is still in the confidential stage. 

Today is the first time it has appeared in front of everyone. 

Virtual reality game, realism can reach 90%, brand new experience, unlimited open mode, magnificent 

background and vast map. 

All of this, if it’s true... 

The game world is about to change! 

When the elevator went down, Xu Hao, who arrived at his own floor, called to stop Watson: "Mr. Hua, 

come to my office for a chat?" 

"Okay." Watson came to the office with him. 

"What do you think of this plan?" In the bright office, Xu Hao asked the secretary to pour two cups of 

coffee and asked her opinion on this matter. 



"If it is true, this is the company's stable gold mine, inexhaustible cash cows!" Watson said. 

Xu Hao nodded and said: "Yes, but I am a little worried... Have you ever understood the pattern of the 

domestic game industry?" 

Watson heard what he meant. Was he worried about Nanshan Pizza Hut? 

"Penguin's creativity is hard to match in China, but it is different now, and the above will not sit and 

watch it continue. 

Besides, if you want to learn from it, you must have that ability. Do you think it is possible? " 

Xu Hao laughed dumbly, patted the table and said, "If it works, can it wait until now?" 

"That's it." After Watson said, his original confident expression became a little more worried: "I'm just 

worried, the other side suppresses it from other levels." 

This time it was Xu Hao's turn to comfort her in turn: "Don't worry about this, how hard Brother Yu's 

network is, absolutely beyond your imagination." 

Aside from other things, there is only one Ye Lao, who can do nothing in the country. 

The old man made a special trip to the Qin Yu platform last time, and at this moment, I don't know how 

much it caused a sensation in the circle. 

Even the old men of Xu Hao's family specially pulled them to the front and told them to treat Qin Yu 

with sincerity. 

Don't play tricks, don't let your grades go away! 

Xu Hao's expression was very arrogant at the time, so he just came to say, ‘Who said I was not doing 

business, but only knowing how to make friends with friends? Come, say one more! ’ 

However, considering the disparity in force between himself and his own old man. 

Congenital "blood" suppression, UU reading www.uukanshu. The old man knelt down and said, he had 

to kneel on the spot. 

Xu Hao just swallowed it back with saliva to Tucao, can't wave, can't wave! 

Regarding the plan in hand, the two exchanged different opinions and finally reached an agreement and 

started to get busy. 

The big lock hung on the door of the vacant factory building in the northeast of the headquarters was 

opened. 

The company's cleaning team entered the factory with tools and started cleaning before moving in. 

After a while, two cars stopped at the gate of the factory, and the technicians in charge of the clean 

room and after-sales service came down inside. 

One afternoon, the factory was in a busy phase of people coming and going. 

When Qin Yu left the company, he was still busy! 



It seems that these people have to work harder tonight and work overtime. 

Chapter 586: Tiancai? not my style 

 

 

At night, Miami. 

Coming to this place is purely accustomed, and Qin Yu specifically changed the sixth element that had 

just arrived. 

As soon as he drove into the alleys in front of the bar, he was instantly watched. 

Before you become a big brother, you can never imagine how active the little sisters are. 

It depends on Qin Yu driving the sixth element, sliding forward at a speed of less than 5 horses. 

On both sides of the car followed a dozen young ladies with hot looks and bodies, and they walked 

forward with the car in a calm manner. 

Put on a calm expression of ‘I’ll follow and wait for the eldest brother to claim it’. 

The onlookers on the sidewalk cast an admiring look on this, and they didn't think there was anything 

wrong with it at all. 

Big brother's happiness, doesn't it start with salary? 

After finally stopping the car on the side of the road, Qin Yu got out of the car, and the young ladies 

rushed up. 

Some want WeChat, and some want to go with the eldest brother directly. 

Also... I don't speak, I just wait for my stubborn brother to see through my stubbornness! 

Qin Yu swept around, and the quality was pretty good... 

After a while, everyone who was named by Qin Yu and added to the WeChat account, all who caught up 

with him went into the bar with him. 

Brother Yu can appreciate it, and the quality naturally doesn't need to say much... 

Besides, not a 90+, she herself was too embarrassed to get in front of the car. 

Don't underestimate the wisdom of women. From ancient times to the present, how many rights and 

wrongs have been caused by women. 

Being able to be in this mixed place, like a fish in the water, without being taken advantage of. 

That's not what ordinary people can do. For such girls, there is a collective name: Tiancai! 

At first, I don’t get to the bottom of what it meant. The meaning here is very simple: the sky-high price 

of cabbage. 



The best of cabbage! 

Of course, the price is not cheap, and it is basically useless to just want to spend money. 

Unless it is a big boss with the ability to have money! 

Luxury houses, super cars, huge deposit receipts, and no one can stand it! 

Tiancai has a clear goal, and he is also very good and has strong self-control ability. 

Before the target is selected, Amakusa will never mess around. 

They pay more attention to the positive influence and benefits that goals can bring to them. 

Such as reputation, promote career progress, and enter the upper class. 

Or directly help yourself develop your career and build your own business circle. 

This kind of heavenly dish is also the favorite of the big buddies, because as long as the target is 

selected, before the peaceful breakup. 

The other party knows what it means to be responsive and to be self-conscious. 

Of course, after you lose the value of use, the other party will not hesitate to choose to break up. 

But the eldest brother still likes it, not only because of the excellence and attractiveness of Tiancai itself. 

More importantly, there is no need to worry about Hulunbeier coming to find yourself. 

If you don’t go to the grassland, the grassland will come by itself... 

People sitting at home, the green hat is born out of thin air, you say uncomfortable is not 

uncomfortable! 

Compared with this kind of risk, Big Brother naturally likes this kind of self-sacrifice. 

There is basically no risk if each takes what it needs and breaks up peacefully. 

Isn't this kind of good business that you love and I want to fragrant? 

When I came to the booth, Li Xiao and Yang Chengjun had already drank it, but Xu Hao hadn't arrived 

yet... 

"Where is the mouse?" Qin Yu walked to the sofa and pointed casually: "Sisters, you are welcome, just 

sit down." 

The five girls spontaneously spread out, sitting among them, Xiaojie prepared the cups with great 

eyesight, and poured wine on each. 

Li Xiao glanced at the girl next to him and smiled with satisfaction: "The mouse is working overtime, you 

boss doesn't know this?" 

"I'm not a god, how can I intervene in how his boss arranges time." Qin Yu retorted with a smile. 

"Mr. Xu, you can't be called a mouse." Yang Chengjun said. 



Taking advantage of the time when the big brothers were talking and laughing, Xiaojie picked up a bottle 

of beer. 

"I toast everyone a drink." He blew a bottle, then greeted a few words and left. 

Just do what you need, don't overdo it. 

Today's game is obviously for his own people to relax, there is no need for him to socialize. 

After saying hello and playing with each other, Qin Yu smiled at the young lady next to him: "It seems 

you have to wait." 

The other party smiled elegantly, took up the whiskey in front of him and said: "Or, I will offer Qin Shao 

a glass first!" 

"I'm afraid your drink is not good, so you can pour a glass." Qin Yu joked. 

The girl seemed to be dismantled, her expression flashed with embarrassment, she covered her mouth 

and chuckled: "How come, haha, Qin Shao, you are so funny..." 

Am I interesting, can you know? 

With a curled mouth in his heart, Qin Yu took out his phone and called his own food. 

Today, he is not interested in playing wild food, why? 

Naturally because the takeaway has been ordered in advance, this will be on the way. 

"Brother Yu, Brother, Brother Jun." Xu Hao came, turned over from the back of the sofa, and placed a 

seat on the cushion: "Fuck, I'm exhausted." 

Before he finished his words, he reached out and picked up the wine glass in front of him: "Is anyone 

drinking this?" 

"Uh, that's my cup." Tiancai, who was dried by Brother Yu, said softly, searching for information about 

Xu Hao in his mind at this time. 

At the same time, Xu Hao also looked back at her. 

Perceiving Qin Yu's gaze, Xu Hao picked up the cup and drank it, beckoning: "Miss Sister will not despise 

me, right!" 

Xu Hao always feels relieved at the venue arranged by Brother Yu. 

According to his requirements and standards, this girl is transparent! 

Seeing that the girl is still a little reserved, Xu Hao smiled and said, "Look at me, forget to introduce 

yourself, Xu Hao, just call me Brother Hao." 

"Brother Hao is the boss of Miracle Company, please talk more." Qin Yu said in Tiancai's ear. 

Then, everyone is happy! 

Qin Yu was the only one left in the audience, and it seemed out of place. 



"Brother Yu, are you changing to vegetarian food?" After drinking for three rounds, Xu Hao winked his 

arms around Tiancai and started a joke. 

Qin Yu smiled indifferently and poured himself a drink. When he was about to speak, Bai Zhi's slender 

fingers were resting on his shoulders. 

"Qin Yu!" Anadi put on sunglasses and walked around the sofa into the deck with a smile. 

Several people were looking at Anadi who had just arrived, and her own temperament and figure gave 

people a sense of surprise. 

Look up again, duangduang~ 

Wait, my head is a little dizzy, hold me a bit. 

When Anadi sat next to Qin Yu and took off his sunglasses, the friends at the scene were shocked. 

"I'm..." 

"Anadi?" 

Anadi put on the sunglasses again and smiled and took the wine glass handed by Qin Yu: "Hello 

everyone, this is Anadi." 

"Okay, it's all normal, and I haven't seen it before." Qin Yu smiled lightly and picked up the glass: "Come 

on, let's drink one first." 

"Drink one?" Li Xiao let go of the Tiancai beside him, and stood up holding the cup: "One can, Brother 

Yu, let me tell you, today is a big deal." 

"Yes, it's a big deal." Xu Hao followed and stood up, holding a cup in one hand and a wine bottle in the 

other. 

"Come on, don't get drunk or return..." After saying something, he added an embarrassing expression: 

"The three of us are one to you." 

Yang Chengjun immediately replied: "What is my business?" 

Xu Hao wasn't happy: "Brother Jun, this is Ana...Goddess, I was fooled by Brother Yu. Are you willing?" 

Qin Yu smiled and cursed: "What do you mean by cheating?" 

Anadi's eyes rolled, and he joked: "I was fooled by him. When I first met, I was called Xiao Tiantian every 

day. 

Now, I haven't seen it once in half a year, eh! " 

Looking at Anadi, who was bitter and self-pity, weeping, Qin Yu got stuck in his throat. 

I can’t tell you that you have such good acting skills on TV. 

Is this an extraordinary performance, or is it true? 

"Stop talking, do it!" Yang Chengjun also stood up and booed. 



Can this be tolerated? ? ? 

"I came by car." Brother Yu chose Congxin. 

At any rate, I have to let the **** vent, or how to find a balance? 

"I'm vomiting." Xu Hao put down the wine glass and re-sit to spit out: "Brother Yu, you are becoming 

less and less of a human." 

"I have never been a human." 

"Improper son of man!" 

The summary is incisive and simple. 

Now, Qin Yu himself didn't know whether he was considered a human being. 

Anyway, there is a red heart facing the sun, and my consciousness is about to be straightened. 

That's right! 

The Tiancai who wanted to strike up a conversation with Qin Yu had already had his heart tied to Xu 

Hao. 

The person next to my eldest brother  is incomparable to Tiancai. 

What the other party has is his unattainable pursuit, what is the comparison? 

Therefore, it is important to hold the thighs in front of you honestly. Miracle Company is now the top 

class in the business district. 

The dark horse of the industry, some people predict that once the company under its name goes public, 

the market value will immediately soar over 100 billion. 

As long as she holds the eldest brother's leg, he will leak a little bit between the fingers of the eldest 

brother, and the hair of the leg will be enough for her to eat and drink for a lifetime. 

This reason, Tiancai immediately wanted to understand. 

Still employing people to teach? 

Chapter 587: This **** gentle town 

 

 

In the end, Xu Hao failed to achieve the goal of revenge. 

You drink as you say, don't you want to save brother Yu? 

Standing shoulder to shoulder with Anadi, talking and laughing, tasting and amused, but Xu Hao was 

outraged. 

No one drinks it, myself... 



Drink with Tiancai, isn't it ready? 

"What is it called?" Xu Hao said. 

"Mr. Xu, you just call me Mimi." Mimi said. 

Xu Hao looked down and laughed: "Well, this name should be used, come on, let's drink one." 

Mimi picked up the wine glass, "I respect you, Mr. Xu." 

When you come to me, the more you play, the happier you are, and the more you lean on your body, 

you will be busy with this? "Looking together, Anadi sneered sarcastically and looked at the three pairs 

of bodies, wishing to merge them into one. 

"Feasting, drunk and drunk, what's the problem?" Qin Yu asked rhetorically. 

"It's okay, the law can't control it anyway." 

"Oh, you are right!" 

Qin Yu hugged her and kissed her, and laughed in Anadi's arrogant white eyes: "Don't use morality to 

bind freedom and raise yourself. 

In the end, the earth's air is gone, and I live as a dummy who can't eat fireworks. What's the fun? " 

"So, you are the real?" Anadi smiled angrily. 

"That's right, it's true. A man's achievements are nothing more than three things: fame, fortune, profit, 

and beauty!" 

"As long as I don't violate the law and discipline, I'm rich and powerful, what's wrong with having fun?" 

Pull out those moral models to see which one can stand the investigation, and which one can be called 

Liu Xiahui. 

Besides, there can be a few Liu Xiahui throughout the ages, otherwise, why would it be his turn to have 

a reputation for being unruffled, and his name will last forever? " 

"You are arrogant." Anadi was anxious, so she didn't want to listen to Qin Yu's fallacy. 

Love is sacred, beautiful, pure and loyal. 

"That's Plato you said..." 

Seeing that she was not convinced, Qin Yu smiled and said: "According to what you said, isn't a scum 

man who only puts himself in his body and doesn't put his emotions into a saint?" 

"This is different!" Anadi emphasized. 

What she said was not what she meant at all, but Qin Yu was forcibly misinterpreting what she meant. 

She refers to the beautiful side of love, the desirable purity. 

But in this impetuous society, how many can you really achieve? 



Besides, none of those present are still married! ! 

"Do you believe this?" Qin Yu asked back. 

The shortcut to a woman's heart comes from the body. 

Open the door, and anyone can hold a place in her heart. 

That’s it, you’re different from me? 

Seeing the naked heat in his eyes, Anadi's heart tightened, and he quickly picked up a wine glass to hide 

his nervousness. 

She didn't want to become the heavenly vegetables next to her, lying softly in the arms of the man, 

looking like Ren Jun Cailian. 

Seeing that the time was almost up, the Tiancai turned drunk and fell into the arms of the elder brother. 

No, I really can't drink it anymore, I have to take it away with my elder brother. 

Li Xiao and the others were also happily drinking, and the timing was just right. 

"Let's go, the hotel has been arranged." Qin Yu said and beckoned to Xiaojie: "Let's get the car to the 

back door." 

"Okay, brother!" Xiaojie glanced and buried his head on Qin Yu's shoulder. Anadi, wearing sunglasses, 

nodded clearly. 

After a while, several people slipped through the back door and got into the car. 

Qin Yu leaned in the co-pilot, letting the surrogate driver beside him drive the sixth element out of the 

old-fashioned scooter. 

The speed is probably a little bit faster than the snail crawling. 

Anadi rode in her nanny car and arrived at the W Hotel first. 

Public figures, should pay attention to points. 

It's not difficult for Anadi to explain what kind of rumors she has created. After all, she is not too young, 

and fans are mentally prepared. 

It's impossible to say one day when she wakes up, the goddess will have her marriage certificate 

exposed! 

Oh oh oh... 

Don't cry or cry, stand up ___ 

"Right, brother." After arriving at the hotel, Qin Yu called to Li Xiao before leaving: "There will be a 

gathering of riders tomorrow, let's go to join in the fun?" 

"You arrange, I will follow." Li Xiao smiled and patted him on the shoulder, and walked to the room with 

the Tiancai in his arms. 



Drop~ 

Tiancai swiped the card to open the door, and said diligently: "Brother, I will put the bath water for you 

first, the slippers are here... I'll come..." 

Patter, noisy~ 

The door was closed, so I didn't have to listen. 

Qin Yu walked to the room number sent by Xinwei, and the looming "black hair" next to her ears pierced 

into her ears again. 

How come all the mechanical beings are so gossip? 

… 

… 

When Qin Yu woke up the next day, Anadi was already putting on makeup. 

"Morning!" Looking at her cute cartoon pajamas, Qin Yu smiled: "Do your fans know you are so cute?" 

"The whole world knows it, only you don't." Anadi narrowed her eyeliner and disliked it. 

"That's because they didn't have a chance to see the other side of you." Qin Yu grinned smirkly, stepped 

forward and hugged her and said, "Don't move, I'll come." 

Seeing him take the eyeliner, Anadi asked a little worried: "Will you?" 

"To be honest, there is nothing in this world that I don't know." Qin Yu replied, his face was not red and 

his heart was not beating. 

"Bah!" Anadi tweeted, saying, ‘I’m going to see if you’re bragging. ’ 

"Close your eyes." Qin Yu turned the chair and asked her to face herself and sit with her back to the 

mirror. 

Then, it was the moment for Yu Ge to perform. 

Anadi could detect that he had used a lot of things, brushing powder on his face, and his profile, eyes 

and lips were all changed at once. 

In the process of waiting, her heart was overwhelmed. 

I don’t know what kind of "ghost look" I have been transformed into. I won’t be like a flower, ‘shocking’ 

the world, right? 

"Alright." As the last stroke was completed, Qin Yu put down the bristles in his hand and turned the 

chair around. 

Anadi opened her eyes slowly with an uneasy feeling in her arms: "..." 

Oh my god, is this too pretty? 

He couldn't help holding his cheeks with both hands, but he was cautiously afraid of ruining his beauty. 



This, is this really me? 

At this time, Anadi seemed to be back to the peak of his appearance. 

Every detail and edges and corners have become perfect and flawless. 

Even Anadi herself was intoxicated by her face. 

"I'm so beautiful." Anadi looked left and patted right. 

Then, he immediately picked up the phone and started taking a selfie, his face was filled with the signal 

‘how am I so beautiful, how beautiful’. 

"The whole world knows that you look good, don't be stinky." Qin Yu came back after washing his hands 

and smiled jokingly. 

"Qin Yu." Anadi ran up to him ‘thumblingly’, bowed his head in admiration and said, “Are you here to be 

my professional makeup artist?” 

"Want to eat ass?" Qin Yu rolled her eyes. 

Let the billionaires not do it, and run to be Tony? ? ? 

The orchid finger of the right hand, the left hand akimbo, the buttocks twisted and twisted when 

walking... 

The picture in his mind made Brother Yu shudder, "Fuck, what the **** is this?" 

Suddenly shook his head to disperse the picture, Brother Yu touched his firm chest muscles and let out a 

long sigh of relief. 

Fortunately, fortunately, it's still that big! 

"What are you doing?" Seeing his weird look and behavior, and reaching out to touch his chest, Anadi 

was all ill. 

I am a national idol, goddess, and super beauty standing in front of you. 

Are you going to touch your breasts? ?? 

So, love will really disappear, right? 

"??" Qin Yu was stunned, his expression suddenly changed, and he stared affectionately: "My heartbeat 

missed a beat!" 

"What?" Anadi quickly reached out and touched it. UU read www.uukanshu.com worriedly: "Are you 

okay? Would you like to call a doctor, no, I'll take you directly to the hospital." 

Qin Yu covered her hand on her chest with her hand, and said tenderly and affectionately: "Because 

your beauty was stolen in that second." 

"..." Anadi's expression stiffened, and her body was as soft as soft water. 

A pair of Meigu's natural big electric eyes were sentimental, softly moaning, "Kiss me!" 



Pop~ 

All the itineraries of the early morning have all been pushed. 

When I got out of the hotel, the hour hand was already pointing to 14:00 in the afternoon. 

This **** gentle town, so soft... 

Chapter 588: Do you dare to believe the words of a man? 

 

 

"Hey, how about people?" Bailuyuan Road, the motorcade lined up on the side of the road like snakes. 

Tang Xin was calling Qin Yu, and everyone had arrived, so he was just one of them. 

"That's not here." Qin Yu twisted the throttle as he said, Kawasaki under his crotch rushed uphill and 

appeared in Tang Xin's line of sight. 

Then dived forward, "Hey, slow down." Before she finished speaking, Qin Yu suddenly stopped in front 

of her with a beautiful flick. 

Support the ground on one foot and place the car and her ZH2 side by side. 

"???" The elegant operation just now replayed repeatedly in his mind, so this is what he calls ‘eDonkey’. 

’ 

"Didn't you say that you don't know how to play cars?" Tang Xin said speechlessly. 

Qin Yu raised her eyebrows, looked at her incredulously, and said, "Do you dare to believe what a man 

says?" 

I TM... 

I'm superficial, I don't deserve it, okay! 

Buzzing~ 

There was a sound wave of blasting the street behind, and the sixth element and a rugged pickup 

appeared at the end of the field of vision. 

"Your friend?" Tang Xin said. 

"Yes, I came from Hudu to play, this is not just in time." Qin Yu responded. 

"Tang Tang." Seeing Tang Xin's "killing" gaze, the little milk dog added the word "sister" unwillingly. 

"We're already late." As he said, the little milk dog stared at Qin Yu with hostile eyes. 

This man not only ran to grab a girl from him, but also used his own car to handle the girl. 

The little milk dog is full of internal flow, shouldn't it be so excessive? 



Don't think that you are handsome and in good shape. You can do whatever you want if you have 

money and good car skills. 

Although I am not as rich as you, I am a dog! 

One day, Tangtang will surely see that happiness has never left but is by her side. 

The little milk dog comforted himself, and his gloomy expression became proud again. 

Little licking dog, be optimistic about you! 

"I will send you the location, let your friend go first?" The two might not be able to get together as they 

drove the car. 

"No, I'll start real-time, just follow." Qin Yu shook the phone and stuck it in front of the dashboard. 

Oh, this mobile phone selfie stand is also made by Little Milk Dog, so it's easy to use. 

"Okay, get in the car and set off." Tang Xin waved her long legs and straddled her car. 

Buzzing~ 

There was a sound wave on the scene, but suddenly a ‘sudden’ sound was mixed in. 

This is like a two ha, suddenly rushed into the Swan Square. 

What the hell? 

I looked up and found that the most pressing car was a Ducati. 

Oh, the distinguished Ducati owner, I didn't expect to see it today. 

Looking at the car again, I don’t know it! 

"Kirin." In an instant, detailed data appeared, Ducati SuperleggeraV4, limited to 500 vehicles worldwide. 

This car has a net price of 1.39 million yuan and belongs to a racing car. After installing the AK kit 

exhaust and ECU, the power output will reach 234 horsepower. 

The body weighs 149kg, Barabara... 

But it still can't be changed, ignition becomes the destiny of tractor. 

Seeing that the people behind did not move, the distinguished Ducati owner lifted his hood and said, 

"Can I go? My **** is a little hot." 

... 

... 

After the speed increased, Ducati finally changed from a tractor to a fighter form. 

The sound waves are solid, the power is strong, and the electronic control system is equipped to give it 

extremely strong control and flexibility. 



But also because of the high flexibility of the control, this car must have superb technology to play well. 

Otherwise, the seats will start in thirteen seconds! 

Let the distinguished Ducati owner press the car in front because he didn't dare to be fast. 

Without that technology, Kawasaki is followed by water, and there are all series. 

Most of them are the Z series. It seems that Tang Xin's influence is quite large. 

Qin Yuxin said that if he were the sales manager of Kawasaki, he would have to give Tang Xin some 

benefits, and he would have to keep the sign. 

Close to the sideline, there is a hot red devil in front, followed by a row of devil greens. 

This rate of turning heads, the effect of bombing the street just... 

Every car owner passing by has to lower the window to take a short shot. 

When the convoy passed Bailuyuan and arrived at the destination, there were nearly a hundred short 

videos on the note. 

"It's here today." Tang Xin took off his gloves and helmet, and pointed to the asphalt road ahead. 

The straight asphalt road leads to the mountains, and I don't know where it ends. 

The road was very clean. The two Kawasakis in front slowly drove away, seeming to be going to the front 

to close the road. 

"This road is in the village. There are relatively few cars going here. Our motorcade rents it for a long 

time. The road closure is negotiated." 

Hearing what she said, Qin Yu understood that this event was very hasty for him, but the team had been 

preparing for half a month. 

Everything that should be prepared is ready, that is, let everyone come to the mountains to have fun. 

"Hey, all are here." Tang Xin called the team members to his side. 

The sixth element and the LM200 that followed were also stopped. Li Xiao and Yang Chengjun walked 

side by side, trying to join in the fun. 

As for Xu Hao, lying in the car now! 

I drank too much last night, and tossed in the middle of the night, this meeting has not recovered. 

Ask Qin Yu to say that his body is too weak, he should practice hard! 

"Waiting for the meeting is still the old rule, two by two, safety first, everyone is here to play, if anyone 

can do anything, don't blame me for kicking him out." 

Tang Xin first explained the rules, young people, it is the time to be rebellious. 

If you really wait for you to run, you will wipe your gun and go off fire if you are not sure. 



If this person loses his composure, something will happen. 

Tang Xin set up a team to bring friends who like locomotives together and let everyone have a good 

time. 

Not to let them kill their lives! 

Who wants to do this, get out as soon as possible... 

The experience that happened to him yesterday reminded Tang Xin, who was about to forget his original 

intention. 

Fortunately, there can be no mentality, there will be two, and sooner or later, something will happen. 

She herself is a ready-made negative textbook. At this moment, Tang Xin also took out what happened 

yesterday and talked about it in public. 

"If it weren't for our new friend, Qin Yu, I would definitely have to enter the IUC yesterday. 

So, I hope everyone can take a warning, don't think about it, what can happen if I take a risk, do you 

hear it? " 

"I see, cousin." 

"Okay, cousin." 

"The cousin is mighty!" 

The team members responded happily, and others applauded Tang Xin to celebrate her escape. 

At the same time, the strange gaze that originally looked at Qin Yu was a little more agreeable. 

Many of these people were brought into the circle by Tang Xin, and he took good care of them on 

weekdays. 

Everyone will do what they can, and Tang Xin will make up for them if they are not enough. 

Everyone can help as much as they can. The whole team is like a big family, supporting each other! 

After so many years, none of those who joined the team left voluntarily. 

Not to take advantage, but to really treat the team as a second home. 

Reluctant! 

Some have been playing cars for a long time, and have been added to other teams, and finally slowly 

retired from other teams. 

For nothing else, the atmosphere in the team is really good. 

"Man, I was wrong to deliberately pressed you in front yesterday. I apologize for you here." 

The sturdy-looking, a little bit fierce, the pigtailed philosopher saluted Qin Yu. 

"Shao Qin, I'm sorry." The other riders who later went up to raise his car also waved to him in salute. 



"We are all targeted cars, not yours, we will be our own in the future." 

"Yes, as long as you play locomotives, we are our own." The philosopher said, glancing at Li Xiao and 

Yang Chengjun who were driving. 

Dislike it! 

Those who play cars don't like those who play motorcycles, and they feel that they are too public and 

unsafe. 

Those who play locomotives don't look down on those who drive, so they lie down all day, and drive so 

hard. 

Just your tortoise shell, can I have my wind chasing youth chic? 

Believe it or not, when you turn the throttle, you can't even see the shadow on the second ring? 

Mutual contempt is purely in circles and has nothing to do with people. 

Just like Qin Yu was targeted yesterday, you're a supercar, don't you come here to find a beating? 

Li Xiao and Yang Chengjun were totally affected by Wuwang disaster. 

However, the two of them could also see that the riders were not malicious, and they smiled and 

greeted them. 

The conversation turned to ask about their car  showed a strong interest in locomotives. 

This action was immediately recognized by the riders, as long as you like my car, then we are our own. 

Do you have a girlfriend? I have a girl in my family. Do you know me? 

It's so direct... 

Soldiers Li Xiao and Yang Cheng are stupid, buddy, I'm here to play the car. 

Seeing that the two quickly merged in, Qin Yu tilted his head to look at Tang Xin, who was preparing for 

the commanding riders, and asked, "Where is the good little girl?" 

Tang Xin smiled and raised his wrist, and after looking at the time, he replied: "It should be..." 

Behind it came the sound of a car whistling, with a presumptuous smile, and then said: "This is not 

here." 

Chapter 589: 1 fire light with lightning 

 

 

It's here, the little girl she said is here. 

And, it's really a little girl! 

A group of young and immature girls in short skirts jumped out of the car. 



"Sister Tangtang." The little girls rushed towards Tang Xin. 

Of course, I also saw Qin Yu standing beside her at this time: "Wow, so handsome." 

The little girls blushed, but their big twinkling eyes stared at Qin Yu directly. 

He looks better than the stars on TV. 

Moreover, his pectoral muscles are so big that he wants to touch it. How can someone be more 

handsome than my husband on TV? ? ? 

"Little brother, hello, are you a friend of Tangtang's sister?" The girl with long hair and a delicate and 

tender face shook her body. 

‘Bitch, she started again. ’The little girls who saw this scene cursed secretly in their hearts, which is really 

scheming. 

"Hello." Qin Yu greeted everyone. 

As for the others, NoNoNo... 

Age: 15. 

Just this value allowed Qin Yu to blacklist these little girls. 

For the time being, for the time being... 

As a good young man with aspirations and ideals, he can never focus his eyes on one place. 

But to look at the world, looking at the stars and the sea! 

"Hey, you girls, don't you remember me when you see a handsome guy?" Tang Xin was angry and funny 

when he found that the little girls were all around Qin Yu. 

"How is it possible, Tangtang sister, you are the best." The long-haired girl pressed against Tang Xin, 

resting her head on her arms. 

In every school, there is always a girl who is dazzling and unique, who attracts everyone's attention, and 

who is in the quarter. 

Long-haired girl, this is the role in school. 

However, her tenderness is not as clear and pure as it seems. 

"Hey, man, it's your turn." Someone ran over and called Qin Yu, it was time for him to play. 

"I'm coming." Tang Xin said that he wanted to play. 

She wants to see Qin Yu's technology and strength with her own eyes, don't forget that there is an 

agreement between them. 

Tang Xin taught him to ride a bicycle, and Qin Yu taught her to drive. 

But the other party's technology doesn't seem to need to be taught by yourself, which is uncomfortable. 



"Come on!" The two parked their cars side by side in front of the starting line, Li Xiao and Yang Chengjun 

stood beside them, laughing and teasing to cheer Qin Yu. 

Even Xu Hao has come down right now and joins the ‘cheerleading team. ’ 

As for a few girls, they have been divided into two small groups with a clear attitude, one is on Qin Yu's 

side, and the other is on Tang Xin's side. 

"Tangtang sister, come on! Tangtang sister, Tangtang sister. 

Tangtang is the best, Tangtang is the most handsome, Tangtang, Tangtang, Tangtang forever..." 

Me Gan, there is still a slogan? 

So, these little girls are "professional cheerleaders for the team?" ’ 

Brother Yu just wants to say one thing: professional! 

"Shao Qin, Shao Qin, you are the best, you are my lollipop, with the light and lightning all the way, I..." 

"Stop, stop." With this shameful slogan, Brother Yu was on the spot. 

Am I going to bring lightning along the way? 

Am I going to ascend me? 

Seeing that the long-haired girl led the group to be wronged, like a student who made mistakes and was 

honestly reprimanded. 

Qin Yu couldn't bear it again: "Just say come on, come on!" 

"Okay!" The long-haired girl shouted with everyone: "Come on, come on, Qin Shao, Qin Shao is the best, 

Qin Shao is the best..." 

"Haha..." Seeing Qin Yu's innocent expression on his face, Li Xiao almost laughed. 

"ready." 

Bang~ 

As the air starting gun sounded, Qin Yu's vision instantly shrank. 

In his vision, only the road in front of him exists. 

The peripheral light on both sides is ignored, but it is always brought into the brain, waiting to be 

processed. 

The moment the front of the car was raised high, it was pressed down by his already powerful force, and 

all the power was completely transmitted to the tires, creating friction with the ground. 

Hum~ 

Everyone felt that a tornado had blown by, and Qin Yu and his car had reached a hundred meters away. 

"Fuck it!" The little milk dog was so startled that his eyes were about to fall out. 



Is that my car? Is that really my car? 

Why don't I know, it is so strong? ? ? 

The little milk dog is a bit suspicious of life, guessing whether Qin Yu spent one night changing all the 

accessories in the car. 

Even change the engine directly, otherwise, this makes no sense? 

The little braided philosopher came over, put his arm on his shoulder, looked at Qin Yu who was about 

to disappear, and said, "Boy, look carefully, this is called technique." 

Little milk dog: "..." 

Accelerating, accelerating, Tang Xin's heart was full of powerlessness. 

Seeing Qin Yu and his car getting faster and faster, they showed their full performance under his control. 

No, even 200 percent. 

Tang Xin has never seen anyone like him, at least in life. 

Her ZH2 completely surpassed that Z650 in power, but at this time she was left far behind. 

As a result, Tang Xin couldn't but dared to twist the throttle to the end, which would weaken her control 

of the locomotive. 

Yesterday’s lesson is still vivid and scary! 

Moreover, the technical gap between the two is too great, and the other party's control of the route, car 

conditions, and details is enough to throw her a few blocks away. 

"EDonkey?" Tang Xin complained silently again. 

Sure enough, a punctuation mark in the man's mouth could not be believed. 

Especially this man... 

There is no suspense about the result of the game, and Tang Xin has given up chasing afterwards. 

Instead, she enjoys driving, and when Qin Yu returns, she is almost at the end. 

"Go back together?" The two returned to the starting point together at a constant speed. 

On the road, Tang Xin's expression was extremely complicated, until he stopped the car, and he 

hesitated again to come to Qin Yu's side: "Can you teach me?" 

"Okay!" Qin Yu nodded with a smile. 

This kind of trivial matter is nothing. 

As a result, Qin Yu straddled the ZH2 under the envied eyes of Li Xiao and Yang Chengjun, who had 

laughed at the single dog who had died in Yugeshe before. 

Tang Xin sat behind him, wrapped her arms around Qin Yu's waist naturally. 



Strong, powerful, with obvious edges and corners. 

So strong! 

This made her want to feel more clearly and figure out how hot his figure is...hot! 

"Hey, pay attention to my movements, you are here to learn to drive!" I noticed the sensation of 

touching my chest and abdomen. 

Brother Yu is stupid. Did you make Niu molested? 

Tang Xin was a little shy, but still refused to admit defeat and retorted, "What does it matter, you are so 

strong, you are not allowed to touch it?" 

"?" Brother Yu was stunned, and said: "According to you, the woman who wears a sorrow is deserved by 

___?" 

"Can we be magnanimous and don't be so stingy?" Tang Xin laughed out loud to cover up his 

embarrassment. 

In other words, did your performance just now look like a nympho? 

"Sister Tangtang~" The long-haired girl looked at her with a grimace, and her handsome guy was robbed. 

Although she was quite confident in herself, in front of Tang Xin, she was a little inferior to Tang Xin. 

The other party's atmosphere is chic, she can't learn it. 

Body~ 

Okay, let's continue to talk about temperament... 

The activities of the convoy continued, but the captain Tang Xin was abducted by Qin Yu and taken to 

another side road to learn to drive. 

"That's all right?" Xu Hao vomited looking at the back of the two of them going away. 

I shouldn't have come. I believed his nonsense, "I'm here to play a car." 

Yes, everyone is here to play cars. 

It’s just that the car you’re playing with is different. The sixth element that Xu Hao never forgets before, 

suddenly doesn’t fragrant! 

What supercar, what is worth over 100 million, look at this headlight, is it white? 

"Hey, buddy, you said you have a younger sister..." 

"Roll rough!" 

Xu Hao closed himself up At this time, Qin Yu, who was in control of ZH2, began to become interested in 

locomotives. 

Maybe you should get two locomotives for fun and experience the happiness of a young man who 

chased the wind? 



Kirin: "The host can use nanoworms to transform such primitive machinery. Will it be implemented?" 

correct! 

Why did I forget Nanoworm? This is not just a ready-made micro-transformation wizard. 

Let Nanoworm transform that Z650, just like his Aixia mobile phone. 

The confidentiality is super strong, but also to ensure privacy and security. 

At that time, maybe it can really bring lightning along the way... 

Qin Yu's face was startled, and then accelerated forward while laughing. 

New locomotives, don’t they have it? 

Chapter 590: Trillion valuation 

 

 

I taught Tang Xin for two hours, and she was very tired. 

After returning, put one on the ground and leaned back on the locomotive: "Hiss, it's hot." 

Tang Xin jumped up. 

Fortunately, she was wearing a cycling jersey. If it were ordinary clothes, her skin would be cracked. 

Seeing that the sky was about to get dark, everyone had a good time running, Tang Xin announced the 

end of the event and went down the mountain! 

When you get to the bottom of the mountain, naturally you can't just go away like this. 

"Find a barbecue restaurant, let's have two drinks." Tang Xin yelled. 

"Don't drink it soon." Qin Yu complained in public: "I don't want to send you back and run into your 

dad." 

Hum! 

Little milk dog's brain hummed straight. 

Get drunk, send home, see the parents? ? ? 

Tears flooded into his eyes, and the little milk dog lowered his head and wiped the tears from the corner 

of his eyes. 

Looking at Tang Xin with grief: She will see me, come on! 

Tang Xin's thoughts faded as soon as Qin Yu's bamboo shoots were shot. He reluctantly reignited the 

fire: "If you don't drink, you don't drink." 

With that arrogant little expression and coquettish tone, Little Milk Dog's tears flowed down again. 



The team members gradually dispersed, and Qin Yu said to the three of Li Xiao: "Let's find a place to 

drink." 

"Walk." 

I found a barbecue stall and stopped the car and locomotive to the door. 

The diners fry the pan, and frequently stand up and pay attention! 

"Come on, let's fix the waist first and make up for Brother Hao. It's hard work!" 

Li Xiao took the menu and yelled jokingly. 

"Brother, don't shoot me anymore, we have to go out together, what's my point." Xu Hao complained 

and pointed the finger at Qin Yu. 

Brother Yu didn't say anything, just picked up the phone to find Xia Ke's number, and put it in front of 

him. 

"... Dude, two waists, I have to make up." Brother Hao said in a second. 

"Brother Yu, what has happened to Lixin recently?" The cold dish came up, and several people chatted 

while drinking. 

"Wait, this time is too busy." Qin Yu is not without goals, but can't make a move. 

The headquarters has just been established, and a lot of things are waiting to be smoothed out, and 

many of them have to be signed by him, and they really can’t go away. 

"Well, Brother Yu, I want to ask you something with the soldier." Li Xiao first touched him and put down 

the cup after drinking. 

"On the company's side, when investors are needed again, we must first notify both of us, and the 

conditions are up to you." 

Li Xiao and Yang Chengjun were uneasy for failing to catch the shuttle bus from the parent company of 

Miracle. 

But the two also knew that Qin Yu was not short of money at all. 

The hundreds of billions lying on the books of Lixin is enough to be a miracle. 

However, it is impossible for a company to grow from scratch and grow up with just one person. 

Feeling that you can manage a company by yourself, and you can develop the company into a giant by 

hiring someone. 

Either living in a dream, or an ignorant idealist! 

Qin Yu understood this truth from the very beginning, and that's why the four-person alliance now 

exists. 

It seems that Qin Yu is at a loss from beginning to end, but where you can't see, Li Xiao, Xu Hao, and 

Yang Chengjun, as well as the family power behind them. 



But he escorted him, solved potential crises, created momentum, and allowed him and the miracle to 

develop smoothly to this day. 

Without all this, Qin Yu would have been besieged by groups of greedy wolves, tigers and leopards, 

biting and swallowing. 

"Brother, in fact, I have been thinking about this. If you have money, everyone can make money. What I 

said about this has not changed." 

"However, the valuation this time is probably a bit big." Qin Yu smiled, dipped his finger in the wine, and 

drew a 1 on the table. 

1. Ten billion is impossible, hundreds of billions... 

Thinking of Qin Yu's current worth, it is a bit unreliable. 

Well, as long as it can be trillions. 

He wants to value the market value of Miracle's parent company at 1 trillion yuan. 

Good guys, although they had expected it, they couldn't help taking a breath after learning the truth. 

"One percent or one billion, this is the price for you, only for the two of you." Qin Yu said with a smile. 

The trillion-dollar valuation is an external publicity. After the news goes out, I believe that even those 

who want to buy shares will reconsider seriously. 

At this stage, Qin Yu doesn't want to worry about these side matters. 

At the same time, it also gives everyone a signal that they want to get in the car, no problem! 

But first weigh it out, do you have this ability, can you eat this fragrant and delicious piece of fat? 

First at a valuation of 1 trillion, and then at a valuation of 100 billion, they sold 1% of the shares to the 

two. 

The moods of Li Xiao and Yang Chengjun were as if they were a volcano car. 

The inner ecstasy can't be suppressed! 

What made them form the Sanqin Hui, and have such a close relationship. 

It's business, it's profit! 

It is precisely because Qin Yu possesses the interests they are pursuing that this scene can happen 

today. 

This is true between people, things and things! 

Including feelings, when you have enough points in your body to attract the other person, you can 

arouse his/her heart, and then have the possibility of further development. 

Similarly, when you can't even support yourself, the same goes for the girl who turns away from you. 

Don't blame her, the only way to blame is that the profit output chain between the two is broken. 



Even if it is maintained forcibly, it is in vain! 

This is the ‘utility value that people’s verbal taste. ’ 

Don't think that this is a derogatory meaning. In fact, everyone in this society must have their own value 

that can be used. 

Because only in this way can you be a useful and needed member. 

When you can create value, you become one of the winners, and when you lose all of this. 

Whether it's birth, old age, sickness, death, or accidental death, no one cares. 

Does anyone care about the tramp on the street? 

Maybe when you see it, you will give him a dollar or two out of relentlessness, but turning your head will 

leave him behind. 

Would you feel sorry for the death of an ordinary stranger? 

It's just a sigh at most: life is fragile and life is impermanent. 

Therefore, interest is the starting point for the most direct connection. 

You went up to the beauty of the phone and broke her phone, and said you want to compensate her, 

can she not go with you? 

In the same way, you rubbed her car and said that she was going to fix the car. Can she not let you 

come? 

Then if you slap her by all means, let her remember! 

Just wait for this kind of death! 

Anyway, it's a lot of trouble to fall in love, it's better to be alone. 

"Brother Yu, I toast you a glass." Li Xiao said, holding up the glass. 

Yang Chengjun and Xu Hao also picked up their wine glasses and asked Qin Yu to have a glass. 

No one mentioned the fact that Xu Hao’s 1% shares were only priced at 100 million yuan. That was a 

reasonable reward for his labor and ability! 

On the other hand, Li Xiao and Yang Chengjun, neither of them can leave their stall and join in the 

miracle with all their heart. 

There are gains and losses, and being able to get 1% of the shares is already an extra surprise. 

At the same time, the two also clearly realized that their wealth and lives have been firmly tied to 

Miracle Company. 

Prosperity and prosperity, loss and loss! 

… 



… 

After Lixin's assets exceeded 100 billion yuan, Qin Yu's concept of money became blurred. 

No wonder the big guys always say that to me, money is just a bunch of meaningless data. 

Isn't that it? 

But today, Qin Yu once again realized how it feels to stump a hero with a penny. 

A subsidiary of Miracle Company, all R&D projects were launched at the same time. 

The consequence is not to engage in scientific research, it is simply to build several high-efficiency 

incinerators, and then push carts of banknotes into the furnace to burn. 

Burning money, what is burning money! 

In just one month, only the ‘activated carbon’ peeling off natural graphene project burned 200 million 

yuan. 

One month, 200 million, how much is a year, this is just one of the projects. 

The research and development of liquid spar is even worse. 

Only the purchase orders for various instruments required for the experiment amount to tens of billions, 

and the order delivery time lasts for two years. 

From time to time, there are trucks parked downstairs in the headquarters, and the instruments 

delivered one after another are moved upstairs, installed and debugged, and put into use. 

The formal production of VR technology, publicity and other work require money, and Godson's reverse 

engineering has also reached the stage of burning money. 

Money, money, money, the first thing Qin Yu opens his eyes every day. UU reading www.uukanshu. cm 

It is to check whether there is a new application in the mobile phone. If nothing happens, he can breathe 

a sigh of relief. 

The good news is that Loongson's reverse engineering has reached a critical stage. 

Only by breaking through the last difficulty, they will be able to thoroughly understand the technology 

and devote their energy to new research and development directions. 

Now, what Qin Yu is looking forward to most is the natural graphene that will start to be promoted as 

"Silver Demon" and the natural graphene that will appear after the "active carbon stripping". 

As long as these two projects are officially launched and put into operation. 

Then Miracle Company will get a steady stream of huge cash flow, and no longer need to "sit back and 

forth," waiting for Lixin's friendly assistance. 

 


